
IB BIO LAB REPORT

Mr. Todd McGee, IB Biology, Brooke Point High School, Stafford, VA. Your internal assessment (IA) lab report is a
professional document based.

The amounts of chemicals eg magnesium, 0. Harvard Graphics , accounting packages e. Ex: If you weighed 20
g of magnesium using a volumetric pipette this should be recorded as  See example above 3. Computer
graphics e. Do not relight. Stuttgart: Ernaehrungs Umschau International. My own experiences throughout my
group four subject in the IB were based upon this method. Independent Variable: The variable that YOU
manipulate change , and the result of this manipulation leads to the measurement of the dependent variable
Make sure that you choose only one independent variable to change. If you cant actively control a variable
then your method should include a means of monitoring it. Ex: If you are interested in the change in
temperature of a reaction, record the initial and final temperature as seen below: Initial Temp C 0. The
uncertainty for a piece of apparatus is either printed on the apparatus ex: burette, volumetric glassware or as a
general rule of thumb is half the smallest measurable or cited value. Fasten securely with cellotape on the
uncut sides. Heat can be transferred in the form of conduction, convection and radiation. Control Variable
Constant : 1. Retrieved November Soda Can Calorimeter. The concentration of chemicals eg hydrochloric
acid, 2. Draw conclusions from them. An exception to the uncertainty being half the smallest instrument value
is when using a stopwatch. The calorimeter was homemade; it served the experiment well due to its being
made specifically for the purpose. In science we use APA format so all lab reports and citations should be
done in this manner. Dont put the units after each piece of data The uncertainty of the quantitative data and the
units of the uncertainty need to be recorded once in the column heading All data in a column must be given to
the same number of decimal places Tables and columns need a border with data centered in the column. A pie
chart or a scatter graph may also be used. This makes sense with the mean energy change value but this is
unusual because the sugar and carbohydrate values are low; it does not follow the general trend. Light the
cereal and hold inside the cut can close to the top. Apparatus: This is the list where you include everything you
are going to use.


